DEER LAKE

SUSTAINABILITY GUIDE
A Guide for Sustainable Living Practices
for Shoreline Property Owners

Version 1.1

About this Guide
This Guide is an educational handbook developed by the Friends of Deer Lake
Association to give you, a shoreline property owner, a resource to understand best
practices in sustainability and environmental stewardship with the goal to ensure
the long-term health and continued enjoyment of our shared lake.
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A Vision for our Shared Lake
When you ask a Deer Lake cottager what characteristic they love most about our
lake, a common sentiment is its seemingly untouched natural beauty. Certainly this
characteristic is something all cottagers and nature enthusiasts seek and it is
something we are lucky to have. Some of us are generational owners and some
more recent and the one thing we have in common is our wonderful lake and its
surroundings.
The natural appeal is something we can’t take for granted and is something we all
have a hand in maintaining. As our lake becomes more developed it is more
important than ever to develop practices to make it sustainable.
Ensuring the sustainability of our lake experience involves several factors that all
contribute to long-term success. We as cottagers have the biggest impact with our
day to day living practices. These involve how we maintain our lots, build or
renovate, manage our shoreline, consider other inhabitants (people and wildlife),
and other factors. Primarily, one can organize contributing factors into three key
areas, or three “supporting pillars” of our vision.
The first is how we maintain and manage the health of the natural environment.
The second is how we interact with and respect wildlife and each other as cottagers.
The third is minimizing the impact of our human footprint.
Deer Lake is located in the Almaguin
Highlands, approximately 20km’s west of
Sundridge, Ontario.

The Three Pillars of Sustainability
Sustainability means making sure we, as investors in the Deer Lake experience,
develop the abilities and practices to co-exist with the natural environment of the
lake so as to ensure the continued health and preservation of our Deer Lake
experience for future enjoyment. We have a shared responsibility to leave our lake
better than we found it. Think of it as a way to say thank you for what the lake gives
you and your family.
The three “pillars” that support our goal of sustainability all contribute to
succeeding at our vision. Understanding how each pillar contributes is important in
helping us practice sustainability on a day-to-day basis.
Pillar I – Preserve the Natural State
Pillar II – Respect all Inhabitants
Pillar III – Minimize your Footprint

A classic example of a Canadian Shield lake.
The rugged appeal of Deer Lake is what the
Almaguin Highlands are famous for.
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An early autumn morning on the water.
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Pillar I – Preserve the Natural State
It is important to respect and preserve the original natural state of the lake and its
surrounding environment as much as possible. There are several ways you can
contribute which help maintain the Almaguin Highlands aesthetic and keep the lake
as healthy as it can be.
LIMIT LAWNS AND CHANGING THE LANDSCAPE
It is important to remember that lawns and turf grass are not a natural element
found in our area. They are comprised of a non-native, single grass species that
replaces a variety of natural species in the area. Traditional lawns have very short
roots which result in erosion and typically import weeds and invasive species to
your property.
A sustainable landscape is a natural landscape. Replace lawns with natural
groundcover indigenous to the area that require less maintenance. Be tolerant of
“weeds” as they support wildlife (e.g. milkweed for monarch butterflies).
KEEP A NATURAL SHORELINE

Sometimes referred to as the “forgotten
lake”, Deer Lake is a serene, family oriented lake full of natural beauty.

The shoreline of our lake is extremely important in maintaining the lakes health.
The natural composition of the shoreline, which is comprised of plants, rocks, fallen
wood and natural debris, provide food and shelter to a large variety of wildlife.
Many species such as frogs, turtles, snakes, fish, small mammals, shore birds and
waterfowl call it home.
In addition to wildlife, a natural shoreline provides many benefits to the cottager as
well. A natural shoreline involves very little maintenance and adds to the aesthetic
character of your property. Natural components also prevent erosion. Erosion can
lead to water becoming dirty as a result of fine mineral particles that suspend in the
lake water. A natural shoreline acts as a filter; preventing ground water loss and
pollution from toxins.
ENSURE AN ABUNDANCE OF TREES

A sustainable landscape is a natural
landscape.

Our treed shoreline is a big part of what makes Deer Lake beautiful, and in-turn
increases our property values. Tree cutting and removal of trees can have a
significant negative impact on sustainability. It is important to maintain as many
trees as you can on your property; mature trees, young trees, shrubs, bushes and
so on.
An abundantly treed property sustains wildlife in your area, provides natural privacy
and protection from wind, has a cooling effect, absorbs pollution in the air and soil
and sheds leaves and needles that provide critical organic nutrients for the soil.
As a general rule, do not remove more than about 10% of the trees within 20m of
your shoreline. You can prune small “windows” in trees to provide ideal views of
the lake.
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Another incredible Deer Lake sunset.
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Pillar II – Respect all Inhabitants
Respecting all inhabitants means ensuring other cottages, visitors and wildlife can
all peacefully co-exist for mutual benefit.
LIVE WITH NATURE
The animals, birds, fish and insects that share our lake environment are an essential
component of the surrounding eco-system. Wildlife serves to contribute much to
the natural health of the area and our lake. Wildlife are natural pest controllers,
pollinators and recyclers that support the bio-diversity of the area. All life has value
– ecologically and economically and that underscores the importance of living in
alignment with nature.
RESPECTING YOUR NEIGHBOURS
Being considerate of your neighbours and other people on the lake improves the
experience for all. One’s activities, practices and footprint all have an effect on
others.
SAFE BOATING

Being considerate of our neighbours
improves the experience for all.

Safe boating practices reduce damage to property shorelines and personal injury.
Speed is a major safety factor particularly closer to shore. Obstacles such as rocks,
buoys, floating docks/pads, swimmers and other boaters are harder to see at higher
speeds and in reduced visibility (bright sun, darkness, fog and bad weather). Under
Federal law, all motor-powered boats must limit speeds to 10km/hr within 30m of
shoreline. Give a wide berth and lower speed to 5km/hr when passing non-powered
boats such as canoes, kayaks, paddleboards and sailboats, as well as swimmers and
floating docks/pads.
Take responsibility for marking any partially or fully submerged rocks or hazards in
the lake near your cottage that could pose a risk to boaters. Mark hazards with
bright-coloured floats to ensure good visibility. Be courteous to others when
operating motorboats by moving around the lake as much as possible as opposed to
just one small area. When waterskiing or towing, always have a spotter, follow bestpractices and never ski/tow between 1 hour after sunset to sunrise.
Minimize your environmental impact by replacing older outboard engines with
more efficient two or four-stroke engines and be extra careful re-fueling near the
lake. Gasoline is extremely toxic to fish, waterfowl and plant life.
LIGHT POLLUTION

Light pollution is when areas on your
property are over-lit or when light spills off
your property and onto others.

Light pollution is when areas on your property are over-lit or when light spills off
your property and onto others. Outdoor flood and security lights are powerful and
can travel great distances interfering with other people’s enjoyment of the night sky
and stargazing. Be considerate when selecting outdoor lighting. Use lighting fixtures
that point down on your property rather than across or up into the air. Install timers
that shut outdoor lights off after evening use.
NOISE
Noise can also travel great distances, especially over water. For music and
conversation, apply the same rules for noise that you would in the city, respecting
quiet from 10pm onwards.
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Pillar III – Minimize Your Footprint
Your cottaging footprint is the collective impact you have on the lake and its
surrounding environment. There are many factors that contribute to the size of your
footprint including the structures on your property, maintenance of your septic
system and your daily activities such as washing, cleaning and recreation.
STRUCTURES
Structures include your cottage, bunkies, outbuildings, decks and docks. Building a
cottage is the most environmentally altering activity you will undertake. Detailed
planning must consider the location carefully to ensure proper set-back from the
shoreline, distance from environmentally sensitive areas and selecting a site that
minimizes landscape alterations.

The best shoreline structures for the
environment are floating, post, pile or
cantilever.

When deciding on a dock type and location, or a boathouse structure you may
require approval from the Ministry of Natural Resources. Locate docks and
structures where the impact on the shoreline will be minimal. The best shoreline
structures for the environment are floating, post, pile or cantilever. Never use
pressure-treated wood near or in the water.
YOUR SEPTIC SYSTEM
Your septic system manages the safe treatment of waste and minimizes
environmental impact. Monitoring, maintenance and regular cleaning is key to
ensuring proper functioning. Safeguard your system by reducing water use when
you can, this prevents sludge disruption so fluid can properly drain into the soil.
Be careful of what goes into your septic tank. Food scraps, hair, anti-bacterial soaps
and strong chemicals all compromise the proper function of the system. Septic tank
“cleaners” are not necessary, they are not a substitute for pumping and sometimes
inhibit good bacteria growth.

As much as possible, use natural and
environmentally gentle soaps and cleaning
products.

Be sure to maintain the surface area of the septic bed making sure no shrubs or
trees grow in that area. Roots can disrupt or damage your system. Never locate
structures or park a car on a septic bed as this compacts drainage soil and can crush
system pipes.
USE OF CLEANERS AND CHEMICALS
As much as possible, try and use natural and environmentally gentle soaps and
cleaning products. Regular soaps (bar, liquid and shampoo) contain phosphates.
Phosphates leach into the lake and encourage algae blooms. Never wash yourself
or dishes directly in the lake water.
Chemicals of any kind can’t be broken down by your septic system and will poison
the soil and leach into the lake. Baking soda and vinegar are excellent alternatives
for standard household cleaning products.
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About Friends of Deer Lake
The Friends of Deer Lake Association is committed to fostering a co-operative
and mutually caring home for all our homeowners, cottages and wildlife,
while paying special attention to the unique environment and ecosystem of
Deer Lake, Almaguin Highlands.
Join Friends of Deer Lake today! Join
Check out all the conservation projects we have on the go to protect our
beautiful lake here.
Get in touch! c o n t a c t @ f r i e n d s o f d e e r l a k e . c o m

© 2021 Friends of Deer Lake
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